Meat Goat Judging Terminology

By Frank Craddock

General terms:

- **Correct bite** - bottom jaw must line up with the top dental pad. Some times in kids the teeth are pushed forward - but the dental pads still align. This usually corrects itself by the time their first 2 adult teeth come it. Older goats whose teeth don't align have an incorrect bite.
- **Parrot mouthed** - bottom jaw is shorter than the top jaw causing an incorrect bite.
- **His/her mouth is out** - front teeth don't line up with top dental pad - usually the teeth stick out too far. The lower jaw is longer than the upper jaw. The mouth is "undershot".
- **Correct on his/her feet & legs** - structurally correct.
- **Tracks wide in the front/rear** - walks straight & wide in the front/rear.
- **Tracks well** - walks structurally correct.
- **Smooth over the shoulders & through the front end** - wide and flat through the rack. The shoulders tie in smoothly to the neck & the ribs.
- **Broad through his/her chest floor or good spring of rib** - this goat will have a desired barrel shape through the ribs, his front legs will be wide apart, his rack wide & smooth, and his ribs round, not flat from the spine to the breastbone.
- **Well balanced** - the goat is well put together. All the parts match & tie in correctly. Symmetrical - not real wide & powerful in the front, and narrow through the hips.
- **Weak/soft over the top** - gives behind the shoulders, falls off behind the withers. Isn't smooth through the rack.
- **Lacks volume/depth/capacity** - is narrow and shallow bodied. Front legs are set close together, and the hips are usually short & steep. This animal lacks room to have a large functioning rumen system, or lungs. Does lack adequate space to carry kids.
- **Lacks scale and size** - not big enough for its age or sex.
- **Clean him/her up on his/her feet and legs** - exhibits structure problems with pasterns or hocks - usually not serve.
- **Weak/down in the pasterns** - pasterns are weak and give when the goat walks or stands. Goat may walk on his/her dewclaws is severe.
- **Hocks in** - cow hocked. Hocks turn in when the goat stands or walks.
- **Splays out in the front** - front feet turn out when the goat stands or walks.
- **Slab sided or lacks spring of rib** - flat ribbed - these animals lack volume/depth/capacity. Narrow bodied.
- **Steep rumped** - too much angle between the hook and pin bones.
- **Short through the rump** - lacking adequate distance between the hook and pin bones.
- **Short through the hip** - not enough distance between the hook & pin bones.
- **Pinched through the withers/behind the shoulders or sharp through the rack** - the rack narrows behind the withers. Usually this can be seen all the way down the ribs & behind the front legs.
• **Deep through the twist** - long between the bottom of the anus & where the legs split. Goats that are deep in the twist have more leg muscling.
• **Carcass merit** - the value of the animal when slaughtered in the carcass evaluated. Overall thickness and volume of muscle as demonstrated on the live animal indicating carcass value.
• **Stylish** - is well balanced and pretty to look at. Exhibits the characteristics of the type of animal you are judging.
• **Eye appeal** - nice to look at, flashy.
• **Good wide horn set** - horns set wide apart so not to catch legs.

**Terms pertaining to does:**

• **Feminine/femininity** - looks like a female. Demonstrates a "feminine wedge": is larger in the rear portion of the body. Having a long feminine neck, and feminine head.
• **Lacks femininity** - masculine looking - short & thick through the neck & head. Doesn't exhibit wedge shape.
• **Feminine wedge** - has the feminine wedge shape when profiled.
• **Correct mammary system** - Udder is functional. Teats are correct size and configuration for kids to suck. Udder shows good attachment. Details will very with different breed standards.
• **Capacity** - room for growth, support functions including lungs & digestive tract. Also room to carry kids. In dairy goats they also refer to udder capacity.
• **In production** - in milk or heavy pregnant.

**Terms pertaining to bucks:**

• **Masculine** - looks like a male animal.
• **Rugged** - masculine.
• **Clean fronted** - free of excess hide & wrinkles.
• **Exhibit's lots of breed character** - shows the characteristics of that breed.
• **Incorrect or immature testicles** - testicles are too small for the goat's age. Testicles should be even in size. No lumps are bumps should be palpated when the testicles are examined. No severe split in scrotal sack, depending on the breed standard.

**Terms pertaining to Market Goats:**

• **Finish/cover** - amount of fat covering the goat. Goats put fat on two-thirds the way down the rib cage towards the chest floor first. The loin is the last place to finish.
• **Correctly finished or correct amount of finish** - wether is fed out to have the correct amount of fat covering. Is not too fat or too thin. The goat is smooth.
• **Not enough finish or lacking finish** - not enough fat & muscling.
• **Over finished** - too fat!
• **Smooth over the rack** - the goat is flat & shows good finish over the withers and ribs.
• **Stale** - past his prime. Starting to put on fat and loose their top. Internal fat causes a belly, and external fat is evident.
• **Wastey** - stale. Too much fat on carcass, both external and internal.
- **Smooth over the rack** - feels smooth over the withers and ribs.
- **Top** - muscling over the rack through the loin & hip.
- **Short through the loin** - loin (between the 12th rib & hook bones) is too short for his size.
- **Short bodied** - short from the shoulders through the hip. Lacking in overall body length.

Breeding animals are generally placed on a combination of:

- Growth potential – frame
- Structural correctness
- Body capacity or volume
- Muscle
- Balance
- Femininity/Masculinity

Market animals are generally placed on a combination of the above traits (with the exception of femininity/masculinity) plus:

- Condition/Carcass Desirability

**GROWTH POTENTIAL – FRAME TERMINOLOGY**

**Advantages:**

- Larger framed
- Larger, growthier
- More size and scale
- Greater length and extension through the front end
- More future growth and income
- Appears to be faster growing
- Higher weight per day of age

**Criticisms:**

- Smaller framed
- Less future and outcome
- Earlier maturing
- Quicker patterned
- Lower weight per day of age
- Lacks size and scale
STRUCTRUAL CORRECTNESS TERMINOLOGY

Advantages:

- More correct bite
- Larger testicles
- More functional udder
- More desirable size/number of teats
- More structurally correct on feet and legs
- Tracks wider and truer in front/rear
- Squarer on feet and legs
- Exhibits more style and erectness when traveling
- More desirable slope of shoulder
- More angle to shoulder
- More correct/desirable set to pastern
- Longer, freer striding
- Freer, more fluid/flexible stride
- Easier, freer moving
- Traveled freer off front and rear legs
- Neck blends more smoothly into shoulders
- Shoulder blades set tighter against chest wall
- Smoother, cleaner through shoulders
- Stronger, more level top
- More nearly level from hooks to pins
- Straighter/stronger/more correct in the foreleg when viewed from the front/side
- More width between fore/rear legs
- Legs placed more squarely under body
- More desirable set/squareness to the rear leg when viewed from the rear, being wider between the hocks
- More correct set to the rear legs when viewed from the side, being more perpendicular from hock to pastern

Criticisms:

- Incorrect bite
- Parrot mouth
- Mouth is out
- Small testicles
- Udder problems indicated by……
- Weak top
• Weak/down in pasterns
• Hocks in/cow hocked
• Splays out/toes in front
• Steep rumped
• Short hip/rump
• Short bodied
• Post legged
• Sickle hocked
• Buckles over in front
• Restricted in movement
• Straight shouldered
• Short/tight strides off both ends

BODY CAPACITY OR VOLUME TERMINOLOGY

Advantages:
• More capacious
• Higher volume
• More overall dimension and capacity
• Longer/deeper bodied
• Wider chested
• Bolder sprung
• Broad through the chest floor
• More spring of rib
• Deeper and more expandable in the rib
• More circumference of heart
• Deeper in the heart girth
• More substance of bone
• Feminine wedge shape
• Broodier (does only)
• Rugged (bucks only)
• Longer bodied/loin/rump
• Deeper ribbed

Criticisms:
• Tight ribbed
• Narrow gauged
• Narrow chested
• Shallow bodied
• Constricted in the fore rib
• Narrow through the chest floor
• Lacks volume/depth/capacity
• Slab sided
• Lacks spring of rib
• Pinched behind the shoulders
• Sharp through the rack
• Frail
• Short bodied/loin/rump

**MUSCLE TERMINOLOGY**

**Advantages:**

• Heavier muscled
• More expressively muscled
• More volume of muscle
• More natural thickness
• Thicker topped
• More muscle expression in shoulder/forearm/loin/rump/leg
• Thicker in the loin/lower leg
• Meatier topped
• Wider from stifle to stifle
• Thicker, squarer rump/hip
• Deeper through the twist
• More uniform width from hooks to pins
• wider tracking
• wider chested
• more forearm muscling

**Criticisms:**

• Light muscled
• Flat legged
• Flat/narrow loin
• Tapered into lower leg
• Tapers from hooks to pins
• Narrow tracking
• Narrow chested
BALANCE TERMINOLOGY

Advantages:

- More style and balance
- More stylish
- Cleaner patterned
- Nicer balanced
- Well balanced
- More eye appealing
- Nicer profiling
- Smoother
- More level top/rump/hip
- Squarer hip/rump

Criticisms:

- Coarse
- Weak topped
- Ill made
- Poorly balanced
- Steep rump/hip

FEMININITY TERMINOLOGY

Advantages:

- Exhibits more feminine wedge
- More femininity through head, neck, and shoulder
- More angular fronted
- Longer, cleaner necked
- Smoother blending through the front end
- Blends smoother through the neck-shoulder junction
- Blends smoother from shoulder to fore rib

Criticisms:

- Lacks femininity
- Coarse fronted
- Coarse shouldered
- Short necked
- Too masculine
MASCULINITY TERMINOLOGY

Advantages:

- More rugged
- More masculine
- More testicular development
- Cleaner fronted

Criticisms:

- Refined
- Frail
- Small testicles
- Too feminine

CONDITION/CARCASS DESIRABILITY TERMINOLOGY

Advantages:

- Leaner
- More correctly finished
- More desirable degree of finish
- Freer from fat through lower 1/3 of body
- Freer of fat behind the shoulder (shoulder pocket)
- Trimmer through the breast and ribs
- Hang on the rail a meatier/leaner/more muscular carcass
- Fresh
- Hang on the rail a carcass with a higher percent of the four major retail cuts

Criticisms:

- Fatter
- Wastier
- Over finished
- Excessive degree of finish
- Under finished
- Wasty through the breast and over the ribs
- Stale/washed out
- Hang on the rail a carcass requiring more fat trim